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Scribe arrives late but
blags it – thanks triathlon!
Heaven forbid that the mismanagement should
keep a weather eye on big weekend events but
the west was a bit of a challenge this week. A
neutral northern run would have fitted the bill
better. The Jersey Triathlon caused traffic
mayhem and despite Steptoe’s warning caught a
few in the resulting chaos.
Nevertheless, a band of hashers did appear on
time in order to hear the GM’s ramblings: What
happened this day in 1966?: Queen declared
World Cup was open. What happened today in
1924 in Paris?: Jacko jibed “you started your
paper round”. Correct answer: Eric Liddle won
400m Olympics sprint. Poocock jibed “And he
also opened worlds first supermarket”.
Of course, today is also the Euro Cup Final in
which England supporters have a stake and there
was much jingoism as the flag of St George was
displayed.

England hopeless supporters

However, the scribe was one of the unlucky
ones caught in the traffic and arrived some 10
minutes after the start. Nevertheless, brave soul
that he is he set off in pursuit.

But enough of the banter, Wendoline declared
the run open and a trail laid in sawdust.
The Off
The trail apparently headed off towards La
Moye School and then onto the railway walk
where it skirted the golf club to head towards
the dunes.
No rush

The trail followed by the scribe was actually the
on-home and thus somewhat awry. Having lost
the trail at the top of La Pulente Hill he set off
through the Atalantic Hotel and up onto the
dunes by the La Pulente car park, where quite by
chance he bumped into Jack who was diligently
following a false trail!

Jacko and the scribe descended the hill and
caught up with the pack heading along towards
the La Pulente slip. An impromptu check to
chew the fat with some cyclists then heading off
towards Petit Port along the coastal path. But
not before 28 Degrees had red-carded us for a
false check. We head on at a pace but turn
upwards and head back towards the Atlantic
hotel.

White knight

Meet-up
This fortuitous encounter enabled the scribe to
resume normal service as the pack, on the
correct trail was below and about to enter the
footpath towards Corbiere.

Ref

Meanwhile the walkers went the other way

Dog check

Casual Stroll
England’s forwards in training

A brief check while the pack regroups then it
is on home.

On-Downs
Back at the club we had been pre-warned by the
GM of the lack of decent draught but there was
a plentiful supply of Hopping Hare in bottles
which was a welcome summer-type ale. The
club had provided us with a decent pile of bacon
butties which were very welcome.
There was much speculation about the main
evening event with hopes high for it coming
home (whatever that is mean to mean and it’s
only the Euro not the bloody World Cup!).
Down-Downs
The RA has lined up a couple of punishments
for misdemeanours. Tinky Winky and Walkies
are both called up.

Steptoe sports a distant memory
Clubbing it
We head back along the road but there is some
confusion at the railway walk. However, we all
head along the road eventually and arrive back
at the Bowls Club.

Tinkyand Walkies do their stuff

Tinky is punished for absence while walkies
seems hapless.

I bought a ceiling fan the other day.
Complete waste of money. He just stands
there applauding and saying “Ooh, I love
how smooth it is.

Then it is the turn of the hare who produced a
good run albeit hampered by external events.

I met this lovely Dutch girl with inflatable
shoes. I gave her a call to ask her out but
unfortunately she’d popped her clogs…
I was looking at a job description the other
day that I thought was right up my street,
till I read that they’re after people who can
work across multiple teams and are flexible.
Well, that’s me out, I can’t do handstands!
Wendoline has a beer shampoo

Sweet Charity

Rapidly Receeding Hare Line
25 July
1 August

Illegal & Glutinous
TBA
Minimus
ET
TBA

Hash Ha Ha!
The Jersey Estate Agents’ Association ball
is being held on Friday 19 November
2021 at the Royal Yacht Hotel.
We have a few tables left priced at £75
per head for tables of 10 or £80 for
individual tickets.
Raffle and auction proceeds will be going
to After Breast Cancer Jersey and Friends
of Jersey Oncology.
If you would like any tickets or would like
to donate a raffle or auction prize, please
contact Birdie –
shelaghmarett@outlook.com or speak to
Software.
Thank you.

There’s a fine line between
numerator and a denominator.
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